CES OMEGA FLEX System Overview
Locking devices
Elektronic-cylinders

Double knob cylinder

Dummy cylinder

Half cylinder

Dual cylinder

MIFARE®

LEGIC

also available as
AP, GS and T90

also available as

also available as T90

also available as T90

AP, GS and T90

AP = for anti-panic locks in escape and rescue routes
GS = for gearbox locks and particularly smooth-running locks

Electronic handle

Long shield ILS

Long shield ILS-I

Smart shield SIS

Electronic furniture lock

sets

for outer doors
(weatherproof)

Renovation fitting for inner
door

for inner doors

for furniture or locker doors

Narrow and wide shield

Wide shield

for lever or espagnolette

(with/without profile

(with/without profile cylinder

locks

MIFARE®

Subject to changes without notice. BRO2283 VB1 MIFARE, MIFARE Classic, MIFARE Ultralight and MIFARE DESFire are registered trademarks of NXP B.V. and are used under license.

LEGIC

cylinder hole)
also available as
ES2/SKG***

hole)
covers hole patterns of
almost all long shields and

various colors available

vertical and horizontal
mounting

rose fittings (55–92 mm)
Wall terminals

WT-I

WT-II

Reader and controller

Reader and controller

in one case

in separate cases

WT-B-I

WT-B-II

MIFARE®

LEGIC

Update-Terminals
MIFARE®

various cases available
(CES Standard (IP55), Siedle, Gira, Telecom Behnke)

various cases available
( CES Standard (IP55), Telecom Behnke)

LEGIC

www.ces.eu

Programming
options
When authorisations
are stored in the

locking device
Master-Media (Offline)

RF-Stick

Wireless network

(Offline)

(Online)

RF-Stick

Desktop-Writer

Update-Terminal

(Offline)

(Offline)

(Online)

MIFARE®

LEGIC

When authorisations
are stored in the V-

NET locking media

MIFARE®

LEGIC

Subject to changes without notice. BRO2283 VB1 MIFARE, MIFARE Classic, MIFARE Ultralight and MIFARE DESFire are registered trademarks of NXP B.V. and are used under license.

Transponder technologies
Standard:

- MIFARE® DESFire® EV2
- LEGIC advant corresponding to ISO 14443 and ISO 15693

By request:

MIFARE® Classic®

Locking media
Locking media

Key fob

Identity card

Combination key

MIFARE®

LEGIC

Standard
(currently only available as
MIFARE®)

www.ces.eu

SlimLine

Premium

(currently only available as
MIFARE®)

Radio key

